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THE BIONC*C8 OP TRE GARDEN STJH!LID, 
8CUIGERELIA D*ACULATA (NEwPO1) 

INTR0DtXTION 

The garden syxnphylid, Scutigerella inmacu1ata (Newport), has 

been a recognized pest of agricultura), crops in Oregon for over 

thirty years (62, p. 716). Since the aiddle of the 1920'., the 

garden s!mphylid hae increased in econcxmic importance to where it 

Is considered by many as Oregon' e ntber one agricultural pest. 

Scse workers attribute the increase of syiriphylid problens to the 

increased use of euppinentary irrigation and to the fact that the 

symphylid undoubtedly was a pest on many faxas in this area long 

before it was recognized as such. 

Intensive control Investigations have been in progress since 

1937 wIth varying degrees of success. Fumigation gave the most 

priisirìg results but was largely abandoned with the Introduction 

of the more easily applied and less expensive organic Insecticides. 

However, ttnnlgation is nov receiving more attention since the 

organic insecticides did not give consistently satisfactory result.. 

The present biological investigations vere initiated for the 

purpose of Integrating life history data with control measures The 

garden symphylid was studied in the field and laboratory. Field 

studlee were concerned with the following aspects of symphylid 

biology: the seasonal occurrence and abundance of the various stages 

and their vertical distribution in the top two feet of soil through- 

out the year; a survey of population fluetuations in the top two feet 



of soil at 12-hour intervals; the effect of soil tenperature end. 

moisture on vertical distribution; and the reinfestation by øymphylids 

of treated areas. Laboratory studies were mainly concerned. with the 

feeding aM nriolting habits of symphylids and their interrelationships. 
Michelbacher (Li3, p. 1) remarked that the ecology of symphyli&s 

was poorly known and difficult to study but was a subject that 

challenges the imagination. The writer heartily agrees with that 

statement. The greatest difficulties involved. in syinphylid. 

biological investigations are the paucity oÍ' literature concerning 

their biology and the lack of axy standardized experimental methods 

applicable to smphy1id research. venty years have passed since 

Dr. A. E. Michelbacher's excellent biological studies were published. 

The investigations reported herein extend. aM expeM the work of 

Michelbacher with this most interesting and, at the same time, most 

frustrating creature. 
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HISTORICAL REVIEW 

Taxoncic and Phr1ogenetic Re1ationship 

The class Syii,phyla le iade up of a s3aU group of uyriapodous 

arthropoda which exhibit striking affinities with Ineects Since 

the middle of' the eighteenth century the Symphyla have been of 

particular interest to zoo1ogite aa posib1e inaect axicestore. 

The majority of the early literature vaa of a taniic, anatic 

and pbylogenetic nature while ecological studies were largely 

neglected. The iupetua for ecological investigations was provided 

when the garden syinpliylid wae recognized as au agricultural pest 

and becase econnically important . The present studies are confined 

to the bioncics of the garden synphylid, ScutigereUa iaculata 
(Newport); therefore, only those papere specifically concerned with 

. 
ininaculata azd thoee relevant to the syatenatic aM phylogenetic 

history of the entire clase Synpby1a are reviewed here. 

The clase Symphyla conaists of two famillea, fifteen genera 

and about one hundred and ten species at the present tine The 

first species of this class vas described in 1763 by Scopoli (59, 

p. li.16) under the name Scolopendra nivea. The generic ne indi.- 
catee that he thought he was dealing with a true centipede instead 

of an orga.nis so dietinct that it would one dey be placed in a 

clase by itself. In 1836 Gervais discovered a similar creature 

which he misidentified as a larval geophilid and named it Geophilus 

unior. Later, on counting the nnber of antetmal segnents (22, p.532) 



he found that it had more then axiy adult geophilid possessed. lie 

changed the name to Scolopendrefla notocantha (23, p. 279-281, 316- 

317). Evidently, he stil]. thought the creature vas a centipede for 

Scolopendrella le the diminutive of Scolopendra and he placed the 

genus in the family Geophilidae (24, 46-1i9, 301-303). Nevport (117, 

p. 373) found a third species near London in 1845 and he described 

lt under the name of Scolopendrella innacu1ata. In 1856 (148, p. 23- 

24) he listed this genus under the Chilopoda. 

Ryder (57, p. 376), in 1880, raised this group to the ordinal 

level and stated, "I name this new group Syznphyla, in reference to 

the singular czrblnat1on of myrispodoue, insectan and thysenuran 

characters which lt present.." He described the second genus, 

Scutigerefla (58, p. 234), in 1882, designating Scolopendre].la 

lmnacu1ata Newport as the type of the genus The distinguishing 

character between Scolopendrella and Scutigerella is the shape of 

the dorsal scutae. Pocock (53, p. 274), in 1893, raised the 

Symphyla to the rank of Class. 

Menge (39, p. 1-22), in 1851, publIshed an excellent axiatcaiical 

study of Scolopendrella insacu1ata. He was the first to discover the 

silk glands In the cerci and the trachea in the head. Roveer, he 

was of the opinion that the creature was opisthogoneate and possessed 

four Malpighian tubules rather than two. He was probably the first 

to regard 6. aculata as belonging to a taxon between the Lapis- 

midae and Scolopendrid.ae because of the affinities aM differences 
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between thu species ana Cempodea* (Entotrophi), Lithobius and 

phi1us (Chulopoda). lie regarded it as separate f r the nyr1apodz. 
Packard (19, p. lii), in 1873, reported the first Anericen 

symphylid frxn a locality near Bostozi. He believed that it was 

closely related to Seolopendrelia 1aculata and described it 

under the uae Scolopend.rella saericana. At this early date, he 

regarded Scolopendrella as the connecting Link between the Myriapode 

and the Thysanura. In 1881, after ccparing apecinens, he found 

Scolopendrella americana to be synonymous with Scolopendxella 

linnaculata (50, p. 700). He accepted Ryder's nay nase 8ynphyla 

(50, p. 703) but concluded that it was a suborder of Thysanura and 

placed it in a suborder with the Cinura and Co1lebo1a. He revised 

his fonner opinion in 1903 (52, p. 159) and considered the Sympbyla 

as fonning a group by itself, lese primitive than the Pauropoda and 

Diplopoda. 

Ryder (57, p. 376), fr his studies in 1880, concluded that 

Scolopendrella possessed two Malpighian tubules and a genital orifice 

between the third and fourth pairs of legs . Re described the genital 

openings of both sexes but did not distinguish between the two. 

However, he failed to properly identity the tracheal system. 

Wood-Mason ( 70, p . 55 ) , in 1883, concluded that Scolopendrella 

was a niyriapod resembling Chilopoda but related to Chilognatha 

(Diplopoda), but vas uncertain as to its position as a higher category. 

*Camodea vas included in the thysanuran family Lepiamida.e. 
xt is now regarded as a member of the Order Entotrophi. 



fie regarded Scolapendrella am the descenAnt of a group of myriapods 

f r which the Campodeidae, Thysanura and Collembola may have arisen. 

He, too, erroneously believed (70, p. 61) that the respiratory system 

consisted of eleven pairs of minute stigmata on the anterior faces 

of the leg bases. He was the first to show (70, p. 63) that the 

addition of new so3uites took place by the intercalation of tvo 

somites between the antepeuultiniate and penultimate sterna, as in 

Chilognatha (Diplopoda). 

Haaae (26, p. 15-.17), in 1883, published a description of the 

tracheal system of' the Symphyla. He agreed with )(enge that the 

trachea were in the head and demonstrated two stigmata on the head 

near the antenn.1 bues. He showed that what Wood-Mason and Ryder 

interpreted as trachea vere actually arche. of the exoskeleton. 

In l88Ji Latze]. (311, p. 1-18) published a good description of 

the internal end external anatcmiy of Syniphyla and contributed a 

valuable bibliography. 

Grassi, (25, p. 593-6311) in 1886, gave a very accurate and 

detailed description of S. immaculate discussing the habitat, 

systematics, anaty end the relationship of simpbylans to other 

arthropode . He, too, thought that Scolopendrella was closely 

related to the Thysanura. 

Haase (27, p. 303), in 1886, believed that Scolopendrella 

stood nearest to the primitive insect or 'tArchenton". Haase 

(28, e 85-91) sought to show that the orders of myriapods and 



apter.ygoteø or lover inøectø vere derived from Scolopendrella. 

Pocock (53, p. 273), In 1893, devised a syatem of classification 

for the tracheate arthropods based on the position of the gonopore 

which split them into two groups . He proposed that the name Pro- 

goneata for those arthropods bearing an anteriorly located gonopors 

and the ne Opisthogoneate for those bearing a posteriorly-located. 

gonopore . Unfortunately, he considered the 8yphyla to be opistho- 

goneate and grouped then with the hilopoda snd. Hexapoda instead. of 

with the progoneate Pauropoda end Diplopoda. In addition, he aug- 

gested unitizg the SnUpby1a and hilopoda as a group under the name 

Hcnopod& since he believed. that the affinities between Symphyla and 

Chilopoda were greater than those between Symphyla end Hexapoda. In 

the later paper, in 1897, Pocock ( 511, p. 113_ui) grouped the Sym- 

phyla with the progoneate Pauropoda and. Diplopoda. 

Packard (51, p. 22), in 1898, stated., "Certainly Scolopen&rella 

i. the only extent Arthropod which, with the sole exception of the 

anteriorly situated. genital opening, fulfiLls the conditions required 

of an ancestor of Thysanura, and through them to the winged insects." 
In 1903 Packard ( 52, p . 159 ) suggested that the Arthropod.s be 

separated into five phyla with the phy1ai Meropoda to include 

Pauropoda, Diplopoda and Syaphyl. 

Hansen (29, p. 105), in 1897, stated that Scolopendrella 
probably fozed the transition fr the Thysanura to the ChilOpOds 

and Diplopoda . He published e. ccunplete work ( 30 ) in 1903, on the 
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øynpby1ana known up to that t1ne and raises the number of known 

speelee frui five to twenty-four. The paper contains a good review 

of the literature, but lt i largely of a ayatuatic nature. 

Carpenter (iii), in 1903, wae inc1ined to believe that the 

Insecta, Chilopoda, eM DiplOpoda were independently derived frc 

syiiiphylan anceatore. 

By 19O1I, the name ScutiereUa, predciinant1y replaced 

ScolopendreUa In uaage although sie workers continued the use of 

the old generic nere. 

In 1904 Wl11l. (66, p 210) reported finding ayuipbylids in 

a creek bed and keeping the "larvae" through one molt. He also 

observed Fleertain bodies" which he believed to be eggs. In 1906 

be stated that a Scutigerella in captivlty laid eight eggs which 

hatched twelve day. later (6v, p. 527) . He removed one of the 

young and found it to have six paire of legs. Re published a much 

longer paper in 1907 in which he briefly covered ae aspects of 

eyephylan ecology. Ne believed that S. iiiecu1ata ws probably 

carnivorous (69, p. e69) and illustrated the eggs an4 "larvae" 

(69, p. 477_1483). 

Woodworth (71, p. 38), in 1905, was the first to point out 

the econcmic importance of syuiphylids . He reported 8cutiereUa 

inacu1ata aa a pest in asparagus p1atings in California. Here- 

tofore, it had been considered as carnivoroua on microscopic 

rgenism. lie described it as a new species under the name Scuti- 

gerella californica. He believed that the Smphy1a should be placed 



between Scolopendra and. Lithobiida.e. 

Startin about 1910, Bagnall wrote a series of papers on 

Synphy1a. These papers (1-12) were largely concerned with the 

classification and distribution of British Synphy1a. He described 

a rnnber of new species and revised much of Hansen's classification. 

Crampton (16, p. 286), in 1918, stated that the ancestral 

myriapode were probably similar in many respects to the mbere of 

the 'Symphyla-Pauropoda" group and that it would be a simple matter 

to derive these types froen certain crustacean forms. 

jfly (61f), in 1931, rejected the theory of eymphylen 

ancestry for insects although he believed that no other theory of 

the origin of insects had. so many definite pointa in its favor 

except for what he considered one serioua difficulty--ßympbyla are 

rogonte. 

Calman (13, p. 203-201f), in 1936, deed lt reasonable to 

suppose that the earliest insects were wiig1esu foxe not very 

different fr the existing Thysanura, end that the Syaphyla give 

us hints as to what their immediate predecessors may have been like. 

Imas, in 1936 (31, p. 399-400), 1939 (32, p. 316) and. 1947 

( 33, p . 65-66) , discounted the position of the gonopore in Smphy1a 

as a primary phylogenetic character. He reasserted the view that 

Smpby1a and Entotrophi are closely related and that ancestral 

insects probably arose frct a coenmon stock not very different frx3 

living forms of Symphyla. 



Tiega ( 63, p . 2Oi..2O5 ) , in 1940, shoved that the gonopore of 

Symphyla i. not primarily anterior but did not propose a syirphylan 

anceetry for insecta He believed the Syiphyla, Co11bo1a and 

Entotrophi to be clocely related because all three poaseaeed a 

"doreal organ" (or Tiege ' organ) in the ebryon1c stage. Since 

auch ari organ is unknown in any otier arthropod, he auggesta that 

these three groupe have a cmon ancestor not shared by other 

arthropode and to be "deeply separated frz the Thysanura and 

Pterygota. However, he doce not completely exclude a poaeible 

eyiiphylan anceatry for be states that the amnion and aeroes of 

Thysanura and Pterygota may have replaced t Organ. 

Kving (19, p. 77-78), in 1942, stated that of the aeveral. 

theories of the origin of inaecte, the 8phy1an Theory vas the 

most acceptable to him. lie, too, excluded axy phylogenetic 

significance for the position of the gonopore. 

Snodgrasa (60, p. y), in 1952, in bis preface to A Textbook 

9! A'°'° Anaty, stated. that he attasrpted to evaluate the 

yariois theories of insect origin aM reached the disconcerting 

conclusion that the facts of arthropod structure are not consistent 

vith any proposed theory of arthropod relationships. 

In 1955 Renington (55, p. 1+98) reached the conclusion that 

the Pauropoda, Diplopoda, Chilopoda, Syphyla, Colieznbola, Protura, 

Entotrophi, Thysenura and Ptexrgota are a series of forms with a 

con ancestral type not shared with any other arthropoda. His 
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conclusioni are based on a morphological, anaticsl and. embryo- 

logical review of the available evidence le suggests a tentative 

arrangement of these groups in viiich the two major divisions are 

based on the possession of intrinsic antetrnjil musculature, no amnion 

and serosa and no pHua or ovipositor (Myocerata) and lacking 

intrinsic antenna]. musculature in the flagellar seents and 

possessing amnion and serosa and the highly characteristic phRllus 

and ovipositor (Amyocerata). He extends the Insecte "slaost in the 

Linnean sense" to include all nine groups His system is sa follows: 

Subphylum Insecte 

Section Nyocerata 

Superclass Dignatha 
Class Psuropoda 
Class Diplopoda 

ßuperclaaa Triguatha 
Class Qiilopoda 
Class Lab late 

Order Collembola 
Order Protura 
Order Synphyla 
Order Entotrophi 

Section Amyocerata 

Class Thys anura. 
Class Pterygota 

subclass Paleoptera 
subclass leoptera 

Thus Remington places the primitive ancestral type of Insects 

further down the phylogenetic scale while raising the Symphyla to a 

higher position than the Collenìbola and Protura. 



Bionice 

Since the turn of the century many pspers have been published 

on ail phases of Sympbyla. Bioncaic investigations became more 

nuxnerous with the increasing econcmic importance of the garden 

symphylisi. As most of these papere are discussed elsewhere in the 

text, on1y a few will be mentioned. 

The earliest serious biological studies on the garden sympbylid 

were carried out by Wymore in l92+ (71, 72) end 1931 (73), and by 

Plunger ( 20 ) in 1931 . These vere followed by Verhoeff ' s ( 6 ) out- 

standing work in 1933 on the Class Symphyla. However, he failed to 

include several important papera in his review which would have 

added materially to his paper. Jevertheless, Yerhoeff a monograph 

still treats the entire Class Symphyla more cpletely then any 

other paper Verhoeff ' s work was followed, in turn, by Michelbacher 'a 

(ho) valuable publication in 1938. Thi. has remained as the best 

biological study of the garden ayiuphylid to date. 

There have been few papers of a bioniic nature since 1938. 

Papers of note are the vertical distribution studies of Michelbacher 

(1+1) in 1939, Dustan (ir) in 191*0, and Martin (38) in 19148 and. an 

ecological surary of the Symphyla by Michelbacher (143) in 191*9. 
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Scutiere11a üacu1ata (Newport) 

Scolopendrella imacu1ata Newport (l8li5) 

Scolopendrella americana Packarì (1873) 

Scutigerella imna.cu1ata, Byd.er (1882) 

Scutigerella californics Woodworth (1905) 

Complete Classification 

Phrlum Arthropoda Siebo]4 and Staamlus (iBli.5) 

Class Syrnpbyla Pocock (1893) 

Order 8ynir1a Ryder (1880) 

7aaily Scutigerellidae Ribaut (1931) 

Subfamily Scutigerellinae Bsal1 (1913) 

Genus Scutigerella Ryder (1882) 

Species in*eulata Jevport (18115) 
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GEOGRAPHICAL DISTBIEYflOJ 

The garden smphylid has a wide, and perhaps somewhat peculiar, 

geographical distribution (Figure 1). It has been reported from many 

areas north of the equator but from only one locality--Argentina (30, 

p. 28)-..south of the equator. Whether or not this is the true 

pattern of their dispersion remains to be seen, for their distri- 
bution iv fax from completely worked out. Eowever, it does not 

seem to be a tropical foxm for collections from the tropics indicate 

a symphylan fauna distinct from that of temperate regions. 

Scutigerefla Imaculata (Iewport) has been collected in almost 

all of the European countries, in twenty-four of the forty-eight 

states plus the District of Colbia in the United States, in the 

Canadian provinces of Ontario and British Colabia, Mexico City, 

most of North Africa, Hawaii, Cuba, the Azores and several Medi- 

terranean Islands. 

Michelbacher (}o, p. 65) presented a table of the important 

climatic conditions in those regions of the world where the garden 

symphylid was known to occur at tbst time. The great range in 

temperature ( -23 to 1090 ) rainfall (5 .62 to 95.75 

inches ) indicates that the garden symphylid probably occurs in most 

temperate amble areas north of the equator. Although very little 

is known of their distribution south of the equator, it would seem 

reasonable to aaste that it could occur in most of the temperate 

arable areas in that region. 
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The garden synphy1id lias been reported f rcs twenty-one of 

Oregon s thirty-six counties and is probably present in all areas 

wider cultivation (with euppleiuentary irrigation) in the state. 

The counties in which the garden symphylid have been collected are 

as follows: 

Benton -- widely distributed.* 
Ciacksaas -- VidCI,y d.1.stributed.* 
caatsop -- near &easide.* 
Columbia -- widely distributed.*11 
Curry -- around BrOOkings 
Douglas -- around Roseburg .* 
Grant -- around John Dey.** 
Jackson -- around Nedford.' 
Josephine -- around Grants Paas.** 
fleath --. around flaiath Palls.** 
Lane -- widely distributed.* 
IincoLii -- near Newport and Wa]4port .** 
Linn -- widely distributed.* 
Malheur -- around Ontario .** 
Marion -- widely diBtributed.* 
Mu1txx2ah -- Widely distributed.* 
Polk -- widely d.tetributed.* 
Sherman -- around )Ioro.* 

ikatilla -- around Pendleton and MiltonYreevater.*l 
Washington -- Widely distributed. 
Tehu11 -- widely d.tetributed.* 

* collected by the writer. 
** R. E. morrison, Associate Entomologist. Personal Interview, 

1958. 
*11* C . H. Martin, Professor of Entology. Personal interview, 

1958. 
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REABIIG MOD6 

Large numbers of symphylids were maintained for experimental 

use in the laboratory. Two-pound coffee cans were used for the 

storage of cultures. The symithylida, and the soil in which they 

were collected, were placed into these cans Water vas added. when 

needed end cultures were supplied with lettuce leaves for food fra 

time to time. 

A different technique vas p1oyed for rearing and observing 

individual symphylids . Filinger ( 20, p . 15 ) used muck plates Which 

consisted of Stander dishes containing a mixture of ten parts 

plaster of Parie and three parts finely ground muck . Miehelbacher 

( leO, p . 69 ) used a modification of Filinger ' a mixture Ris rearing 

dishes contained ten parte plaster of Paris, three parts soil and 

one part animal charcoal to darken the mixture The vriter sub- 

stituted two-ounce salve cana for the Stander dishes and ordinary 

sand sifted through a 18-mesh screen for the muck mixtures. The 

abrasive character of the sand granules did not damage the delicate 

cuticle of symphylids . Molds rarely grew on the surface of cultures 

because of the sand ' s low organic content The sand held water well 

and its color Indicated when water was needed. All cultures were 

kept at a temperature of 7O i',, 5O p. 

When live sympbylids are to be examined microscopically, they 

must first be rendered immobile. Michelbacher (1O, p. 70) used 

ether to inactivate symphylide during examinations Individuals 



that were repeatedly etherized ahoved no apparent ±2.1 effects The 

writer also ,p1oyed ether but abandoned it in favor of chilling. 

In chilling, the symphylid, enclo.ed in a salve can, was placed in 

a refrigerator for ten or fifteen minutes This va usually 

sufficient to iobilize sympbylids for two or three ainutes without 

ill effect. Chilling for over 15 to 20 ainutes, especially in the 

freezing cparbnent, was usually fatal 
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Early workers thought that the garden syniphylid fed on ainailer 

soil-inhabiting arthropod.s and protozoans, but they have since been 

shown to be prin3arily vegetable feeders. They attack germinating 

seeds and seedlings, or feed on the roots and root hairs of nsny 

plants. In se instances they aay feed on fruit or foliage that is 

in contact with the soil. 

Fr the large nber of host planta listed in the literature, 

it is evident that the garden symphylid will feed on almost anrthing 

organic in the soil. morrison (15, p. 3) stated that, in Oregon 

alone, there are over lOO host planta vhich includes practically all 

vegetables, many- ornementais and flowers, caneberries, strawberries, 
lily bulbe, seedling trees, mint and hops . In addition, aeny 

con weeds and grasses are also destroyed. Pigweed (Aaarathus ap.), 

one of their cannon weed. hosts in the Willaette Valley, is utilized 
by the writer as an indicator plant for the presence of syphylida 

in the field. Thus, there seem to be few plants which are not 

attacked by the garden symphylid within the range of its distribution. 

Morrison and Baussen (16, p. 1) report that row crops which 

are intensively cultivated are subject to the greatest injury. They 

further report that broadcast crops, or those which grow and eatab- 

lish themselves during the late fall or early spring when aymphylid 

populations are small, are se1d damaged. 



It appears that aymphylid* vili feed on almost say substance 

they can abrade. Filiner (20, p. 15), Michelbacher (Jo, p. io6) 

and the writer have successfully cultured symphlids in the iaoora- 

tory on a diet of lettuce exclusively. Michelbacher (no, p. 106) 

reported that they fed heavily on coepresaed yeast and expressed 

the belief that they also fed on unicellular a1ae aM fungi present 

on the surface of the culture inedia. The writer once observed e 

symphylid feeding on funis spores that bad. collected on the culture 

media. Martin ( 38, p. 712) reports th feeding on a clar substrate 

which led him to believe that they could survive for long perlada of 

tüne on a non-organic diet Martin (37, p. 6) found thea feeding on 

a moist paper carton that was lying on the surface of greenhouse 

soil. Morrison even reports seeing then feed on a chocolate bar 

that vas lying in the field. 

In addition, symphylids do not hesitate to attack one of 

their number 'when serious injury occurs The writer has frequently 

observed injured and dead symphylids being devoured by their 
voracious brethren. At tinies they will also eat their own eggs, 

even though an adequate supply of lettuce is avail&1e . So far as 

is known, they do not act as predators seeking out live prey. 



DCBIPTIONS AND NOTES ON ThE LIFE HISTORY 
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The eggs of the garden symphylid are about 0,50 min in diemeter, 

pearly-.vhite '.ihen first laid, but later turn a light brown. They are 

characterized by a netvork of ridges which cover the suriace of the 

egg (Figure 2) and divide the chorion into more or less hexagonal 

areas These hexagonal areas are papillose which produces a stippled 

appearance. 

Eggs are laid singly or in groups of up to 20 to 25 eggs The 

average egg cluster in the field contains about 10 to 12 eggs The 

form of the egg cluster tends to be defined by the small cracks end 

crevices in the soil where they are found. Por example, the writer 

has observ-ed eggs that vere laid in a single liria conforming to the 

shape of the long, narrow passageway in which they were found. 

However, they most ccznuonly occur in tight, grape-like clusters. 

When the eggs hatch, the first instar nymphs erge through a 

long, narrow slit in the chorioD It is of interest to note that 

all eggs of a given cluster usually hatch within a short time ( about 

an hour) of each other at roce temperature. 

First In!tar Nmphs 

First instar nymphs are about 0.75 long, are sparsely 

covered with long conspicuous setas, have ten dorsal scutae, six pairs 

of legs and a peculiarly fozed six-seginnted antennae (Figure 2). 



EGG 

Ist INSTAR NYMPH ADULT 

THE EGG, FIRST INSTAR NYMPH, AND ADULT 

OF THE GARDEN SYMPHYLID 

(NYMPH AND ADULT AFTER MICHELBACHER) 

FIGURE 2 
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Michelbacher (ao, p. 75) reported that the second segment of the 

antennae is actually a sheath or mesìbrane which encloses four more 

or lees fully developed segments. The posterior end of the body 

Is somewhat bulbous and very different fr that of any other stege. 

Kicizelbacher (ISO, p. 75) stated, "The enlargnent is due mainly to 

the ¡ieerous unexposed parts which it contains; scae of these are 

fully fonsed while others are not more than buda. These partst 

are the seventh and eighth paire of legs and the cerci. 

First instar napha are not very active and tend. to rain in 

the vicinity of the egg shells f rom which they have hatched. The 

cast skins of these nynb.. are ccaonly found in association with 

the egg shells. They usually molt to second instar nymphs within 

21 to 36 hours of hatching. 

Second Instar lymphe 

After their first molt, garden symphylida beccme more like 

the adult in appearance. The number of antenna]- segments increases, 

a pair of legs is added, und the carel with their 'spinning glands" 

appear an functional organs. 

The aerei are located on the last body segment of symphylids. 

The tip of each cercus contains the opening of a "spinrd' g1nd". 

Through these openings, symphylids exude drops of a sticky material 

which can be drawn out into fine threads that have amazing strength 

and resiliency. These threads can support the weight of a. symphylid 

even when extended to a length of one fout. Mvantage is taken of 
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this physical property in baudlin syp)qlid.a. When the cerci are 

gently touched with a camel s hair brush, it seams to stimulate the 

to release sc*ne of their sticky material. The brush is 

then raised quickly and the drop is drawn out into a thread with 

the symphylid. daigling at oe end. This technique is employed for 

transferring symphylid.s tr one container to another. 

Wiiliains (69, p. 1478) reported finding eggs held to the sub- 

strate by a few strands of what he called 'smphylid ing. The 

writer has also observed this occasionally in cultures. Martin 

(38, p. 709) stated that, in cages, auphylid.s webbed the top two 

or three min of sand. $e stranda of the webbing ext,ended four 
or five n. The writer has often found strands of eywphylid 'silk" 

on the surface of cultures, especially after attempts had been made 

to lift symphylids with a cam' s hair brush as described above. 

Scme of the strands vere between two and three inches long. 

Riley (56, p. 6), Ccpton (15, p. 99), McDaniel (35, p. 27) 

and Miles and Cohen ( 4h, p . 1451 ) reported that symphylids line 

their runways with webs produced by these threads. Wymore (714, p. 6) 

and Michelbacher ( 40, p . 102) reported that the webbing seen in 

association with soil open4ngs was fungus mycelia. The writer has 

also seen runways lined. with what appeared to be webbing but careful 

examination proved it to consist of rycelia. The function of the 

"spinning gland" and its threads remains unknown. 
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Athû.ts 

At each oÍ' the first six molts a pair of legs aM se 
anternml SegentB are adiM. 8ynIpy1ids reach the adult etage at 

the end of the sixth molt (ligure 2) . Growth takes place by the 

i21tex1o1ation of a body .egent just in front of the penultimate 

aeent of the body. Michelbacher (leo, p. 81) reports that dorsal 

scutae are added with the third, fourth, fifth, sud sixth molta 

until the adult state of fifteen scutae is attained.. 

The adult garden symphylid possesses chewing mouthparta, is 

eyeless, frcan five to seven nmi long and about 0.5 wide. It is 

uniformly white except for the colored area wbere the digestive 

tract, even when empty, øhowa through the body wall. The digestive 

tract usually assumes the color of the food it contains so that its 

coloration varies fr light yellow to brown, orange, red, and 
black. Adxilts have twelve paire of legs. AU pairs, except the 

first, are five-segmented. The first pair are four-seg»ented. 

Coxal sacs and. styli occur near the leg bases of the third to 

twelfth pairs . Seventh instar individuals have 2 to 27 antenn*1 

senents. 

Adulte continue to molt at intervals throughout their live.. 

There may be a slight increase in size, but the usual. manifestation 

i. the addition of sntenn1 seenta . Michelbacher ( êO, p . 83) has 

noted up to sixty antennal segments. 
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Due to the lack of apparent external morphological differences, 

the detenninatlon of sexes in the garien synpqUd has been difficult 

in the past . Rovever, there are difference. between the genital 

openings of the two sexes (7igure 3). 

The fanale genital opening consiste of a V..shaped depressii 

along the nid-une of the sternuxn between the fourtk pair of legs. 

The apex of the 'V" pointe cs.idad end ends at abQut the level of the 

coxal sacs of the fourth pair of legs . A sternal. plate lies on 

either side of the opening. 

The niale genital characters are more prinent. The V.u.ahaped 

depression of the fesale i replaced by an ovoi structure rade up 

of two plates with an oblong opening in the center. A sternal 

plate lies on either side of this opening Which is also between the 

fourth pair of legs. 

Although these characters have been known and studied for a 

long t1e, ecse recent workers, notably Filinger (20, p. 9) stiLl 

confused the two sexes. 

These characters can be easily discerned on mounted spectmens. 

Live speciniens can also be sexed, This requires that the symphyli 

first be anesthetized and then placed In a ventral position so that 

the genital areas can be einined under bright light. The writer 

has at times been able to sex adult symphylids by a nethod which 

required none of these prerequisites except for a noderate amount of 
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light. During the course of investigatiozi, it vas noted that eggs 

could be seen in gravid. fa1es since sphylids have a rather 

transparent body vail. It vas further noted that the ovaries could 

also be seen in nongravid feia1.s thile the niale gonads vere not at 
au viøible. The digestive tract of the synphylid obscures noit of 

the internal details of the body ezcept for a small. area consisting 

of two or three segments near the t.erina1 end of the body. An 

examination of this transparent area with a 9X binocular nicroscope 

revealed that a definite difference did exist here between the tvo 

sexes In the case of the male, the substrate is faintly visible 

through its body while in the fale, the ovaries are readily 

apparent. To test the validity of this method, fifty adult 

syhylida vere exaained and sexed. These fifty had previously 

been sexed after anesthetization. Rechecking showed that no error 

had been nade in detexfn(ng the sexes of the fifty individuals by 

the new netiod. This method has the advantage of being a great 

time-saver and, aore inportant, individuals are not handled, thus 

rnoving the risk of injury. 

The above aethod of sem*l deteraination vas used while the 

syphylida vere on a lettuce diet. Later, when the lettuce was 

replaced by a Iivaus diet, the gonads could no longer be seen in the 

seine iM.tviduals Whether this was due to a noxaal periodic alter- 
ation in the reproductive organs of synphylids or to the chre of 

diet is not known. 



Williams (68, p. 657) aM Michelbacher (4O, p. 81#) gave good 

descriptions of the molting process as they observed lt. 

The writer bu a10 observed oltlng on nerous occasione. 

When nolting is about to begin, the By13p121id becomes inactive and 

sets it. body in a straight line Its leg., especially the last 

pair, are anchored to the substrate with its claws This is 

probably one of the most important factors deternining the success 

or failure of the molting process Once anchored, the creature 

begins to niove out of the old skin by a serles of undulating con- 

tractions of its body. It is difficult to see the exact point of 

emergence but it is in the lnnediate vicinity of the head. The 

syzuphylid slowly erges by alternating violent forward movei,ents 

vith resting periods . The tips of the antemme aM the carel are 

the last parts of the body to be freed from the old skin. After 

the antennae hare been freed, they often lie between the legs of 

the synphylid. At this time, ita head Is pressed ventrally close 

to the body. After a short period, characterized by violent leg 

movements, the symphylid suddenly raises its head and the antennae 

seem to spring from between the legs. In most cases the entire 

procese vas completed in about fifteen minutes as Michelbacher had 

noted. 

At times, the tips of the antennae, or even larger portions 

of them, remain attached to the old skin while the remainder of 



their body ±8 free. In mich caea, the syiphy1ids turn to face the 

old akin and try to free themselves by a series of rapid backward 

ovementa This lø the tine when the anchoring of the legs is iiost 

important. If the old skin is not fim1y attached to the subetrate, 

it breaks loose aM the epby1id rio longer has the leverage to 

puil its antennae free It then ums about afi1ese1y trring to free 

itself frcm the old. skin. Generally, this provee fataL for if they 

do free these1vee, it is at the expense of breakixg their antezmae 

Sticky drope of exudase fox at the breaking point causing the 

aymphylid to adhere to axy eurroundiug eurface Nore often then 

not the syphy1id cannot bresk boce from the old akin and eoon 

die. The writer has aided euch eyipy11da by hol&thg down the 

old akin to provide the leverage for pulling their antennae free 

Failure to free antennae warn the greatest cause of death during 

molting in the writer' s feeding and molting experent. The writer 

also observed a symphylid which could not free ita cerel from the 

cast skin. It, too, soon died. After molting the sympbylidz lie 

motionless for a minute or two and then suddenly become active. 

They often rain in the vicinity of the cast akin for se time 
runMng around and over it as though they were investigating the 

area. 

Regeneration 

In bis molting studies, Michelbacher (40, p. 84) found that 

garden sympbylida regenerated a greater part of their antennA]- 
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senents if they were accidentally He also diBCOvered that 

he was able to accelerate nolting by aurgically roving the antermae. 

When the feeding experiment described in this diceertation vas 

begun, it vas noted that ae IIIdIT±dIJ.a1e ha lost se legs. A 

check of the missing legi was made each t1e one of those sjniphrlids 

molted. In no case vere any 1eg regenerated. Three of the 

emph.y1ids bad two legs musing but there vas no apparent stinnilation 

of molting as )Iichelbacher (lêO, p. 88) noted with the antennae. 

After a period of 27 months, four of the sym,hy1idz that were missing 

legs vere still alive. They ha4 molted fr 12 to 17 times during 

this period. 



RELATIO1SliIP OF MOLTINC TO FEEDING 

An experiment was devised to determine if there vas a rela- 

tionship between the molting and feeding habits of the garden 

ymphy1id. Michelbacher (140, p. 107) studied this relationship 

but his results are difficult to interpret since his data vere 

collected on groups of aympr1ids and not individuals. His studies 

did hov, however, that feeding vsa influenced by temperature. In 

general, the amount of feeding increased with rising temperature to 

a point around 28° C and then decreased. 

Method 

A layer of finely sifted sand was placed in the bottcm of 

fifty two-ounce salve cans . The sand was moistened and one symphylid 

and a ini11 piece of lettuce vere added to each can. The experi- 

mental animals consisted of 245 adelts and five sirth-inatar nymphs. 

They were kept at a temperature of 70° 7., 50, during the course 

of this study. 

Each symphylid was examined daily for molting. Also the 

lettuce was examined for any indication of feeding. When feeding 

occurred, the lettuce vas replaced. If a symphylid melted, its 
cast skin vas removed from the can. Symphylid.s that died were 

replaced only during the first six months of this study. Data vere 

recorded for 21 months and at the end of the experiment, 19 sym- 

phylids were still alive. 0f these, 13 were fran the original 

50 specimens. 
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Bach time a e.yuphy1id olte, the folloving three observat ions 

vere recorded: the ntu»ber of deys between succeesive molts, the 

number of feeding deys in that period, and the number of days between 

the time the symphylid last fed until it molted. A fourth obser- 

vation vas made of the number of daye between the molt and the 

resumption of feeding. 

Results 

The feeding of symphylida vas found to be inteiittent and to 

be related to molting. Xxi general, the inteiolt period vas 

characterized by a feeding phase interapaced between two non- 

feeding phases . The latter phases occur just before end after a 

molt. All three phase. vere of varying duration. Occasionally 

one of the phases would be missing during an intermolt period. 

For example, a symphylid might not feed between two successive 

molta or would feed and then molt the seme day, or molt and begin 

to feed the same day. Most of the syaphylids usually molted within 

a week of the last feeding day for any inteznolt period and resumed 

feeding within a week of molting. 

The amount and frequency of feeding vas usually greatest 

during the first part of the feeding phase as Michelbacher (1o, 

p. 87) noted. Most of the symphylids fed for a few days, then did 

not feed for a varying period, and then began to feed again. This 

could occur three or four times during one intermolt period. Most 

of the syiupbylids also fed for many consecutive days. Seven to ten 
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coneecutive feed.iz,g days were conLoz for man' ßyuphylid.a and one 

Individual feti for 33 conzecutive days. 

Other ,mphylida were completely erratic in feeding behavior 

and exhibited no pattern whatever. At times, this erratic behavior 

occurred among the individuale which regularly showed feeding 

patterna. 

Inteznolt perioda with no feeding were not oon but vere 
observed 25 times for over 500 molte In about half the cases, the 

symphylida died soon after molting while the others shoved no 

apparent ill effects . Symphylids always died soon after two 

successive, non-feeding, intermolt periods. The same was true 

when sii intermolt period with feeding occurred between two non- 

feeding ones. 

A few .pbyl1ds exhibited long non-feeding periodi. One 

syahylid did not feed for 253 conaecutive days although fresh 

lettuce was available at all times It diati four monthz later 

after undergoing three more molting periodi with feeding. This 

individual fed. but 38 out of the 517 days it vas under observation. 

cn-feedIng periodi of 8h, 90, 100, and 252 consecutive days were 

recorded for other individuals but these, too, died soon afterward. 

The standard deviations of the mean days of the four recorded 

observations vere calculated for each syniphylid that had molted at 

least six times C 45 of 50 indiViduals ) These stenda'd deviations 

were grouped in a frequency distribution table (Table i) to study 
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the ho- eM heterogeniety of the feeding-olting behavior of the 

15 observed syphy1ida. 

TABLE 1. 
Frequency Distribution of the Standard Deviations 

Of the Four Recorded Observations 

Classes Mean Thaber of Dsys 
D.'s of 

ieanDays) A B C D 

O..5 i 39 10 20 
6-io 5 6 21 iO 
ii-15 ii o 5 3 16-20 12 0 6 i 
21-25 7 0 i 5 
26-30 3 0 1 2 
3].-35 2 0 0 0 
36-4O 2 0 1 0 ki45 i o o o 
46-50 2 0 0 0 
51-55 0 0 0 i 
56-60 0 0 0 1 

A -- mean nwber of days between moita. 
B -- meen zumiber of feeding days between molts. 
C -- mean nber of days fr last feeding to soit. 
D -- mean number of days fr molt to resusption of feeding. 

(4) )Isan ber oX Days Between Molts 

Micheibacher ' s ( 1,0, p . 8 ) data shoved great variations for the 

number of deys between molts for individuai sympbrlids and between 

individuals These eymphlid.e were kept at a constant teeperature 

of ]O c. Apparently temperature vas not responsible for these 

variations. Michelbacher believed that these variations are attri- 

butable to the age of individuals . Sysphyiida reared fr eggs 

behaved much alike for the first few molts . Beg{nn1ng fr the 

fifth to seventh molt, the interval between molting became variable. 



He further noted that moltizg becase sore frequent after the 18th 

to 22nd olt. 

The writer ' e data also shoved great variation in the znber 

oÍ days between molts for the group ae a whole and for individua1. 

The nber of daye between molte varied fr a little as 32 to 

1i5 d&ys ( in five molts ) tor one itp1y1id, to ai euch as 29 to 185 

daye (in ten molts) for another sypbylid. Statistical analysis 

revealed no difference in the average number of daye between molta 

for the two sexes. 

() Mean Naber of Feeding Days Betveen Molts 

The standard deviations of the mean number of feeding deys 

between molts for the 45 eymphylid.e were located in the first two 

classes of the frequency distribution table ( Table i ) , ath 39 of 

them were in the first clasø indicating a high degree of ha'o- 

geneity. 

The mean number of days between molts and of feeding between 

molts for each symphylid were plotted against one another. 

Figure 1i shows that over two-thirds of the symphylid. fed an average 

of between five to ten days between molt. while the average number 

of days between molts for these individuals varied fr 20 to 92 

days . This indicates that the number of feeding deys between molts 

je independent of the number of days for the intermolt period, but 

that the intermolt period may be dependent upon the number of feeding 

days . This suggests that symphylits require a certain minimum 
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amount of nutrition before they molt. 

At the end of 21 months the lettuce vas replaced by baua (a 

mixture of manure and decaying plant material) ax4 records of the 

rnmiber of deys between molts were continued. In most cases, the 

average period between molts was lengthened by about a third. After 

seven months, the lettuce diet vas resed a4 all individuals 

molted within ten to 21 days, suggesting that fresh vegetable 

material is required for rapid develoaent. 

Although sce symphylids fed more often than others, no 

attempt vas made to segregate these groups into categories based on 

the amount of feeding because of the intervening gradations. 

cc) )tean Nimber of Deys Between Last Feeding and Molt 

Over two-thirds of the standard deviations vere located in 

the first two classes, indicating a hcmogeneity for this parti- 
culai non-feed.thg period for most symphylida . The standard deviation 

of one individual for this period vas only 0.96. During 15 

successive molts, this simpbylid stopped feeding and then molted 

within three to six days . Its behavior vas so uniform that the 

writer vas able to predict its succeeding molting date. A few 

other symphylida ethibited the same type of behavior. low-er, 

these individuals occasionally had longer non-feeding periodi 

preceeding molting, which greatly increases the standard deviation 

values for this non-feeding phase. 



(p) Mean Ntuber of Days Between Molt and the Eeswption of Feeding 

Almost half of the standard deviations for this non-.fee&ing 

phase were located in the first class or the frequency distribution 

table The hcogeneity of these data was remarkable for a group of 

animals which show so uth variation. Eight mphylids exhibited 

such regularity for this observation that the resumption of feeding 

could be predicted. Of the four observations recordsd for a molt, 

the least and the most variation occurred in the number of days 

between a molt and the resumption of feeding with standard devia- 

tion values ranging frc 0.16 to 57.61. 

Notes on Egg Laying 

During the course of the feeding experiment, three of the 

smiphy11de , which had been collected in the field and then isolated 

fr other syrphylid.s for over fifteen rontha, laid a total of five 
eggs. This does not necessarily mean that there was a pre- 

oviposition period of at least fifteen months since these symphylida 

vere adults when collected and may have laid. eggs prior to this 

time. Symphylid No. 1l laid one egg on January 23, 1957, and 

another on February 21, 1957, in the following intersolt period. 

In this case, egg deposition occurred 1i90 and 519 days after the 

anima]. had been isolated. Symphylid No. 8 laid one egg on 

February 25, 1957--523 days after isolation, and Sympliylid No. 6 

laid two eggs on March 10, l957536 days after isolation. These 

eggs were attacked and destroyed by molds Within a few days. 



Developinß eggs bece viib1e in other fia1es, but these later 

dieappeared indicating that they had been reabsorbed. 

Wken the feeding experiment ended, the syniphylidt vere placed 

on a diet of hwnus for about seven rzonths. Ori January 13, 1958, the 

Burvivirg synphlid.s were returned to a lettuce diet. In addition, 

three pairs of i&.es and fea1es were placed in separate containers. 

Synphylid No. 6 laid six ega eout the first of' February, 1958. 

Four of the es hatched on February 15--the other two eggs vere 
destroyed by mold.s The writer does not kiiv whether the presence 

of the na1es is significant in the hatching of these eggs, since 

the eggs laid by the Isolated fe,a1es were destroyed by niolds before 

their fertility could be ascertained. At present, it is not knovn 

if symphylite copulate or hoy spez is passed fr the male to the 
feszale or if sperivatophoree exists and if feixales can store epersi 

01 require replenishnent for each egg Cluster. Kovever, the 

writer believes that the presence of the lettuce mar be significant, 

at leait as far as egg ronuation is concerned, since the isolated 
feaales laid eggs on a lettuce diet but not on a htus diet This 

suggests that fresh vegetable material uay be required for the 

initiation of egg formation. 

Michelbacher ( 
1O, p 75 ) noted that egg 1e'irg a1vers occurred 

past the halfvay point of intermolt periods and usually a short time 

before molting . This vas aleo true in the vn' s experiment . In 

addition, the vriter noted that egg laying occurred in the non- 

feeding period between the last feeding date and the next molt. 
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! Stee 

Egge are probably laid during the late fsfl and early winter, 

but the major egg-laying period begins about Pebruary and continues 

to about the middle of September. There appear to be two distinct 

peaks in egg-1aring during tbat period. The first eak occurs 

between late Apr11 ¿d early May end the secorui between middle or 

late August end early Septenber. Evidence for the second peak is 

indirect since it is based on th sudden increase of first and 

second instar nphs appearing in soil sap1es collected in 

September. This indicated that eggs had been Laid and h*d hatched 

in the five-week interval between August and 8eptesber eaaipling, 

since the second instar stage is reached within a der or two after 

hatching and doesn't usually last such longer than six or cayeu 

more days . This second peak also appears to occur in California 

for Wymore (7h, p. 7) raported finding many eggs during Septecber 

in the San Joaquin Delta region. 

The eggs of the garden eymphylid can be found frc near the 

surface of the soil to a depth of at least two feet. O,er 50 per 

cent of the eggs have been found deposited at a depth of fr six 

to twelve inches in the . The egg recorda in Table 2 vere ine.de 

frai suiples coilected in the course of vertical distribution 

studies These data indicate that the peak of egg-laying occurred 

at least a week earlier in May, 1956, than May, 1957. In addition, 



more sgs were laid. in the 12- to 18-inch layer In May, 1956, than 

May, 1957. This was probably due to differences in moisture since 

the top foot of soi). contained lesa moisture in 1956 (about 11i per 

cent) than it did in 1957 (about 20 per cent). 

TABLE 2. 
The Vertical. Distribution of Garden Smphylid ßgs 

Date Depth in inches Total 
o-6 6-12 12-18 18_211 

MayJ4 o 160 50 53 263 
May9 i 42 18 0 6]. 

June7 o 2li 25 0 19 
June18 O 2 3 0 5 
July11 o o O O O 
July26 o 1 Q o i 
Auguat2 O O O 10 10 
Sept.].]. O O 5 5 10 
October5 O O O O O 
Nov.9 O O O O O 
Dec.11 0 1 0 0 1 
January18 o o o o o 
Feb.15 O 12 10 1 23 
March19 0 5 21. 1 
ri112 1]. 35 0 10 56 

April22 0 12 6 0 18 
May6 112 16 5 137 
May13 175 168 0 3e7 

TOTALS 1.91 574 158 85 1008 

Eggs hatch within 10 to 20 deys in the field. The writer vas 

unable to ascertain the exact incubation period since it is lupo.- 

aible to learn the date that eggs were laid. The estimate was made 

by extrapolating the time between the appearance of large numbers 

of eggs and first and second instar nypha. This estimate agrees 
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favorably with that of other workere. Riley (56, p. reported an 

incubation period of isven to ten dey in Indiana gr.enhoue.; Wors 

(73, p. 7), wIthin seven to ten dey. in the field in California 

during the early stmraer »,onths; hUnger (20, p. 13), an average of 

10.8 days at 700 F. In the laboratory; )ichelbacher (140, p. 73), 

26 to 28 days in a field laboratory thiring winter and early spring; 

and Thas (61, p. 3), one to three veeke but uaually ten to twelve 

days at greenhouse soi]. tperature. 

!ha and Adult Stag 

The various age groups of the garden .piphylid exhibit 

periodic fluctuations in abundance but al]. age groups appear to 

reach a peak about 8eptber in the Wiilemette Valley. In Figure 5, 

each ge group is presented as a separate population to illustrate 

their abundance at different tises of the year. 

The abundance of all age groupe is low early in the year and 

the build-up ii slow until Marth. A substantial increase in the 

nber of adults, developing fron overwintering nphs, precedas 

the intense egg-laying period of late April and early Kay ( Figure 5). 
At this t1ie adult s#mphy1ida account for approximately 90 per cent 

or more of the total population. When the eggs hatch sstine in 

May, first to fourth instar nymphs account for the major portion of 

the population. Development of these nimphs to fifth and sixth 

instar n,mphe requires about a month. This is illustrated (Figure 5) 

by the sudden increase of fifth and sixth lustar individuals VhICh 
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coincides vith the rapid decline In the number of tiret to fourth 

Instar nymphe between June aM July. The increase of fifth exid 

sixth matar n,mphs is paralleled s iouth later by tut sdulti. 

Thus it appears that deve1oent fr the egg to the adult it.ge 

can be cc.pleted within two to three moutha in the field. Thi. 

allows aiple tire for those syaphylids vkdch hatch out In Ksy to 

develop to adults aM begin laying eggs by lste August or early 

Septber. Riley (56, p. 7) believed thst srpbylida, hatching 

frcm eggs depoiited early in the rnmimer, probably asture end 

reproduce before the end of the eeason This egrese with the 

laboratory data of Filinger (20, p. he) and )Iichelbecher (1O, p. 71). 

Plunger found that snpbylida reache4 cexual maturity in leo to 60 

days at roi temperature, but se )4ichelbe.cher pointed out, this 

period does not refer to the beginning of egg lByiflge Michelbacher 

found that a little lees than three onthz vea the shortest t1ne 

which elapsed between hatching and the beginning of egg layirg. 

However, the t1i generally required exceeded this M previously 
mentioned, three sysphylids, in the writer ' e feeding experiment, 

laid eggs after being Isolated frc other syaphylids for over 15 

months . However, they vere adults when collected and may have 

previously laid eggs. 

Since the rnmiber of adults is very low between May end July, 

most of the eggs laid bstieen August and Beptouber are probably 

frc those snnphy1ids vhich hatch in Key. A smafler ntber of eggs 

might be laid by those older adults already present in the 
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popUlatiOn. The abund*nce of all age groupe is eharply redice1 

after Bepteber and remains low until the following epriu. 

The writer cannot explain the decline of adults between May 

and July and egain of ail age categorie. after Septber. In f ie]4 

work not associated with the writer ' s exper1ents , lt was often 

noted that adulte were difficult to find in late spring and early 

suiwer. Possibly thoce symphyli&e which had survived the previous 

winter died after the May egg-laring peak. But, even if adult 

symphylld.e died after the second egg-laying peak in Septesber, this 

could scarcely account for the decline of all age groupe . Temper- 

atux and moisture readings during the period of decline do not 

differ appreciably fr those of the preceding periods. 

All instare of the garden symphylid can usually be found through- 

out the year in the Wil]-ette Valley. Winter collections indicate 

that most ejmphylida overwinter as adults sud third Instar njmphs. 

Weekly winter collections were made at the college entcxiology 

farm In Corvallis, vhere eyinphylids bad been established in an 

outdoor, concrete soil bed. This soil bed had a ten-inch layer of 

soil covering a four-inch layer of send. The sand layer was used 

to prevent synphylid movement into deeper soil Each sample con- 

sisted of a shovelful of soil taken from the surface &wn to the 

sand layer and had a volume of approximately one-quarter cubic 

feet. 
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Although symphylide are found throughout the upper layers of 

the soil, their distribution i usually not a rend one. Instead 

they tend to occur in aggregates. Consequently, the accurate 

determination of eyiphylid populations is difficult. 

Basically, the accuracy of any sampling method is determined 

by the ratio of actual numbers of indiiduals present to the nimber 

recovered in the samples. The extraction method should be capable 

of discovering almost all of the desired organisms present in the 

sample. Inefficiency in extraction only ]aad.s to doubtful or 

erroneous results even with sampling methode of the best design. 

Three method. have been employed in emining soil sample. 

for symphylids . These are : hand-sorting, vater flotation and 

Berlese or Tillgren funnels. Edwards (18, p. 153) presentea a 

table comparing the efficiency of the three methods Ri. extraction 

figures are expressed a. the percentage of the number of s)apbylida 

obtained from similar samples by hand-sorting. 

TABLE ¿i'. 

Per Cent Byaphylans Extracted by Water ?lotation 
And ?il3.gren Funnel a. Compared with Rand-Sorting 

(loo per cent) (After Edwards) 

Method Clay Loam Sandy 3 am particle. Litter 

Flotation 68 8)i. 86 82 30 
Tullgrenj1unnel 22 36 32 72 811 

Hand-Sorting 100 100 100 100 lOO 
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Although the hand-sorting method is 100 per cent efficient in this 

table of Edwards', the writer 's experience indicates that errore of 

five to ten per cent are oon. The error maar be even larger when 

samples contain few synrphylida. 

The moat important cons id.eration in the selection of a 

sampling technique is dependent upon what the sample is expected to 

demonstrate. Basically, there are three objectives in sampling 

syphylid populations . One i. simply to deteriine presence, a 

second ii to estimate the population and a third is to study the 

vertical and/or horizontal distribution. 

The ecmonest method employed for determining the presence of 

symphylids is to take ehovelfuls of soil from suspected areas down 

to a depth of eight to ten inches and amine them for the animals. 

This method is used in surveying cercial fields for symphylid 

infestations A simple four-point scale devised by Mr. U. E. 

Morrison of Oregon State Coge 1 often used to express degree 

of infestation. 

Syiwphylida per Index of 

-.-- 
Shøyelful* Infestation 

o None 
l-3 Light 
5-8 Moderate 

10 or more Severe 
4 About one-fifth cubic foot of soil. 

Such a scale is only used to express relative syiuphylid abundance 

for ccmparative studies of population densities or control results. 



Two variations of this method are used in eit1atixig sypy1id 

populations. The first is to renove samples oV given size or 

vo1nue vith a shovel and the other is to remove the saniplea vith a 

metal cylir4er or corer. Geueraily, ail samples are taken frog 

faflow or p].ante fieldn In fie1d where both conditions exist, 

half the semples are taken trn beneath plants an4 ha]! fran bare 

ground to ccpensate for any variability that nigIit be caxzsed by 

plants. The average rnber of eymphylida per seaple is tetemined. 

This average ntber is interpolated to erese the average rnmiber 

of sypbylids per cubic foot, per acre, etc. 

In determining the horizontal distribution of syylide, 

samples are taken at given intervals throughout the field.. Each 

sample and the number of eymphylida extracted. is plotted on a ap 

to represent an approximation of the major areas of infestation. 

Miehelbacher (140, p. 53) used a metal cylinder in his field 

studies on vertical distribution. He rnoved samples in six.inch 

la'ers to a depth of 18 inches Dustan (17, p. 31i) and Martin (36, 

p. 33) studied. vertical distribution in greenhouses. Dustan infested 

ground beds and raised benches with symphylids. After three months, 

he removed all the soil in one. two-inch layera and determined. 

the vertical distribution of the entire e,mphylid. population. 

Martin carried. out a similar eeriment on a larger greenhouse area 

utilizing the existing symphylid population. In both esses, the 

resulta show the actual distribution of the sy3nphylids in those plots 
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since they swp1ed the total population ai4 not part of a larger 

one In a sense, the writer did the same thing in the field since 

the results of each sample represent the actual distribution of 

the total aiinphylid porulation within the sampled area. 
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TEE VERTICAL DISTBIBWION OF THE GARDER STMPH.YLID 

A few genera]. tudiea have been made on the vertical distri- 

butlon of the garden iphy1id. MileB aM Cohen (1414, p 453) found 

that $yl3phylid$ were noxia11y iost abundant at a deptz of five to 

twelve inchee in Knglish greenhouses. Michelbacher (leo, p. 56) 

found that moat ymphy1ids concentrated in the 81x- to twelve-inch 

layer of soil. Dustan (17, p. 314), in studying the effects of 

drying on vertical distribution, found the largest nber of 

synphylids in en area iix to thirteen inches deep in ground beds 

with a 36-inch depth. In raised benches with a five- to six-inch 

depth, over 90 per cent of the syxnphylidz were concentrated in the 

bottom inch of soil. Martin (38, p. 710) reported that most 

symphr1ids were found in an area from 12 to 20 inches deep in an 

abandoned greenhouse where soil temperatures were high and moisture 

low in the top six inches of soil. 

Field studies of the vertical distribution of symphylids were 

aleo undertaken by the writer in the Willemette Valley in Oregon. 

These studies were Inaugurated by repeated sampling throughout the 

year of fallow and planted plots under differing climatic conditions. 

Such a plan yielded information regarding the effects of soil 

temperature and moisture on symphylid distribution and also contri- 

buted to the knowledge of their biology. 
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Method 

AU area of land heavily Infested with symphylida was selected 

for this experiment. Samples were taken in the following mAnner: 

an area four feet long and one foot vide was marked out on the surface 

of the soil end divided into four square-foot sections Each section 

was separately roved to a depth of six inches and placed into 

labeled cana The four foot length was again divided into four 

parts. Each part vas removed separately for an ad1itional six 

inches and placed into separate cans. This process vas repeated to 

a depth of two feet (see Figure 6). 

The temperature of each layer vas measured immediately after 

it vas removed and small quantities of soil were taken from each 

layer for moisture determinations Soil moisture samples were 

taken to the laboratory, veighed, placed in a constant temperature 

oven, and reweighed until there was no further loss in weight. The 

per cent soil moisture vas calculated by dividing the loss in weight 

by the dry veight of the soil. 

Each can of soil was examined separately. A email handful of 

soil was placed in s black 11 by il-inch photographic developing 

tray. The soil vas evenly distributed across the bottom of the tray 

by gentle ihaking and examined carefully for symphylida and their 

eggs When found, they were removed with a spatula and recorded ou 

an autatic counter. The observed sympkiylida vere divided into 

three age groups : first to fourth instars, fifth to sixth instare, 

and adulta This artificial categorization was used by the writer 
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to d.eterine the vertical distribution and abundance of the various 

instars throughout the year. Sphrlida were not separated into 

age groups for the first two sanplee (Mey 4 and 9, 3.956). 

A total of 18 sazoplea were collected in a period. extending 

frci May 11, 1956, to Kay 13, 1957. The results are presented in 

Table 5. 

Since syniphylids do no appreciable burrowing in the soil due 

to the lack of fossorial organs , their nìoventa are largely 

dependent upon existant soil interspaces . Previous workers had 

noted that a relationship existed between syniphylid niovements and 

soil structure. Therefore, an attempt vas made to characterize the 

soil and its structure in the area troni which samples vere collected. 

The soil type in the exper1enta1 area is classified as 

Chehalis. Eta profile, in the two-foot seapling depth, consista of 

three distinct horizons The texture and occurrence of these 

horizons are as follows (approxiniately): 

Rorizon Texture 
O - 5 inches Silty-loani 

5 - 16 inches Silty.clay-lo 
16 - 24 inches Sandy 10 

Although fine in structure, the first horizon contains many soil 

interspace. caused by natural and/or other agencies . These inter- 

spaces are large enough to permit the syniphylids to move easily 

through 'the soil. The second horizon is honeycabed with inter- 

spaces . The open structure of this horizon allows syniphylids a 



maximum degree of mobility. The third horizon has few interspaces 

and increases in sandiness with depth. Becaus. of its pbysical 

structure, this horizon seems to serve as a barrier against further 

downward movement since f ev symphylids are found below the two-foot 

level in this field. Consequently, probably 95 per cent or more of 

the total symphylid population is concentrated above the two-foot 

level in this field. 

Results of Vertical Distribution Studies 

The results for each obsrvat ion dat. are presented in tabular 

form (Table 5) as the percentag. of the population occurring in each 

of the semplo. strata. Temperature and moisture relationships are 

discussed in a later section. 

TABLE 5. 
Vertical 
ver een ympnyiiaa per straum 

Date Depth in inches Total 
!256-57 ö.6 6-12 l2-1 18-2k Sy*phylidz 

I..y4 
: 52 9 9 6 

Ks4y9 7 63 20 9 80 
JuneT u 1] 35 12 
June18 32 li7 13 8 517 
July11 12 36 28 24 83 
July26 37 45 15 3 k19 
August2 39 55 5 1 1433 

September U 21 29 36 1k 726 
October 5 13 142 23 22 197 
Rovember9 38 2 27 U 136 
December 11 6 70 20 14 lU 
January 18 20 30 28 22 7]. 

Pebruaryl5 8 3]. 141 20 51 
March19 25 33 28 20 67 
April12 37 1414 17 2 1014 
Ari122 27 39 20 114 49 
Kay6 16 62 18 5 190 
May13 47 41 U 1 350 
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The data in Table 5 show that the densest populations were 

moet frequently assosiate with the six- to twelve-inch etrat. 

When ezother 1arer contained the higheat population, it vai either 

the O- to six-inch or twelve- to eighteen-inch 1erer suggesting 

th*t vertical ioveents of sympbylids pivot about the six.. to 

twelve-inch 1ayer. AlthOugh titers are population fluctuations in 

the 18- to 21ith 1eer, in general the population density of this 

layer tends to remain low. Wb.n large ntber of smpby1ids 

occurred in the 18.. to 2e-ineh 2.e'er, the tesperature was 1.0w or 

moisture content vas high in the upper 1arers of the soil. 

?able 5 also illustrates that snpbylids tend to occur in 

population aggregate. . This is evident when the populations of two 

adjoining strata are cibine4. This ccbining of populations is 

necessary since the aggregates overlap the boundaries of the 

aemple4 laver. . In nost cases, the combining of two adjoining 

larers (usually the O- to aix-inch eM six- to twelve-inch or the 

six-inch to twelve-inch end twelve- to eighteen-Inch leyere ) indi- 

cates that 75 per cent or more of the total population is conten- 

tratad in those erses. Since the aggregatee generally occur near 

the six- and/or twelve-inch levels, this is further evidence that 

vertical s,zphylid moveiients pivot about the six- to twelve-inch 

layer. The depths at which clustering of the population occurs 

indicates en intinate association between soil structure end sy- 

phylid ooven,ente as has been previously suggested. 



The tendency of eymphylid& to occur in aggregates cp1icatea 

øamp:Liìg designed to eatimate populationi. Edvards (18, p. 1511) 

etreised that saip1ing must be lizited to heai1y inested area. 

for, theoretica11r, the larger the population the more uni! orni 

distribution becomes. lowever, the writer 's results indicate that 

dispersion becomes more uniforni with smaller populations and more 

contagious with larger populations. This is illustrated by three 

examples of the actual distribution of the total symphylid popu- 

lation in a limited area as found by the writer in the field. These 

samples were taken in fallow ±ieIds to reduce any population aggre- 

gates which may have been due to plant attraction. 

Samples vere collected a. described in the methods section of 

Vertical Distribution Studies Each sample represents the total 

s,mphy1id population in an area four feet long, one foot wide and 

two feet deep . Por discussion convenience, each four foot leiigth 

is divided into four subsample. one foot square end two feet deep 

Each subsample contains four observations taken at six-inch intervals 

to a depth of two feet (see Pigure 6). The figures in the tables 

represent the number of syaphylids found in each observation and 

are presented in the spatial position in which they occurred in the 

sample 
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8LE 1. Collected March 19, 1957. 

Unifoxm-tpe dispersion with .al1 population. 
Depth of Iber of 8phy1ids 

Observations Subsap1ea 
(inches) 1 2 3 4 

o-6 3 5 5 4 
6-12 4 4 7 7 
12-18 5 7 3 4 
18-24 5 2 1 1 

TOTALa 17 18 16 16 

SAMPLE 2. Collected Maar 9, 1956. 

Observations 
(inches) 1 2 3 14 

o-6 14 0 2 0 
6-12 20 3 13 15 
12-18 7 1 3 5 
18-24 0 0 3 14 

TOTALS 31 14 21 214 

8A1'LE 3. Collected May 4, 1956. 

with 
Depth of Nber of 8yphy1ida 

Observations Subsasp1es 
(inches) i. 2 3 k 

o-6 88 36 9 28 
6-12 1146 83 1ii 57 
12-18 8 21 17 8 
182k 12 17 12 lii 

2514 157 109 107 

The available evidence indicates that the greatest syinpy1id 

population densities generally occur in late simer and early fai]. 

after the end of intensive breeding. At these tlites s'mpby1id 



gather in large aggregates and distribution is far frca orma1. 

This je foUowe by a dec11ne in nunbers that continues until the 

folloving Bprii3g. As the nunber of ayinphylida decreaies, dietri- 

bution beccxnes more uniform With the start of breeding in the 

spring, aggregates fon again aM aIL un1fority of distribution 

is lost until the folloving winter 

Sample i is unusual in that the synphy1id pou1ation appro&ches 

a uniform distribution. This condition is noet often encountered in 

the winter or early spring when the population is saU. If this 

imifozity vere constent throughout the field, an accurate esti- 

mation of the symphy1it population vould be an easy niatter 

The contagious and variable distributions of the larger popu- 

lationi in Seaples 2 and 3 are the more typical. condition. These 

samples ver collected at a distance of 15 yards fr each other in 

the sane field an at an interval of five days . These saiples 

serve as excellent illustrations of the variations in population 

densities that can occur frc. point to point in a field and within 

a sanple. 

The Vertical Distribution of yaphs and Multa 

A division of the population into age groupa shows that the 

distribution of the various matera is not the saue The vertical 

distribution of the uym,hs and adulta vas s1ilar in the O- to six- 

anti 12- to 18-inch layer but different in the other two layers 

(Figure 7) s In the first three ma,or divisions of Figure 7, each 
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age group Is treated as a separate population and the fourth major 

division i. a suunation of the tota]. population. 

The high percentage of first- to fourth-intar individuals 

in the six- to twelve-inch layer may be due to the large rnber 

of eggs laid there aM that these individuals matured past the 

fourth-initar etage before they began to aove to axy extent. About 

T5 per cent of the eggs and 73 per cent of the total first- to 

fourth-instar nymphs bund diring saaipling were in the top foot of 

soil. This suggests that nove*ent by this group is quite localized. 

Since this is also the area of root growth ax4 syaphylid.. develop 

rapidly during the first four or five instare, a constent supply of 

food may be necessary. It is not evident fri the data whether or 

not their reactions to temperature end moisture are different f r 

those of the adults. 
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DAlL! FLTUATIO s'rLWÏ 

in the course of field. observations, it was noted that sym- 

pbrlids were often abundant near the surface of the soil but were 

scarce when the same area was examined a few hours later. This led 

to the belief that øympbylid vertical movements might be related to 

the t1e of day. Therefore, a field experiment was established to 

determine if syniphylids exhibited. any sort of diurnalism in their 

vertical movements. 

summary Investigation 

A preliainary investigation was made to determine if soil 

temperature and moisture along the e trench eosed to 

the weather for a week differed greatly fr that found in other 

parts of the field. If no differences existed, the effect of soil 

temperature and moisture on symphylid vertical distribution would 

presisnably be the same in the field and. along the sides of the 

trench. 

A trench about six feet long, one foot wide and two sed one- 

halt feet deep was dug in the ares of intended studies The trench 

was exposed to the weather for eleven days . At the end of that 

period, soil temperature and moisture readings vere taken approxi- 

mately four inches in frca the side valle of the trench at depths 

of three, nine, fifteen, and 21 inches Soil temperature and 

moisture readings were taken at randcw at the seme depths in other 

parts of the field.. The results are presented in the following table. 



Saip1e Tiperature Moisture 
Depth (degrees F.) (per cent) 
inahee) Trench Check Trench Check 

3 72 72 16 15 
9 72 72 16 16 

15 69 TO 20 23 
22. 66 66 22 23 

These data indicate that if six inches of the trench wall were 

renoved before sap1ing, temperatm'e and moisture conditions at 

any depth of sampling would be ciparable to those in other parts 

of the field for the deration of the eeiiment (one week). 

Method 

A ditch about 50 feet long, one foot wide and three feet deep 

was prepared by a mehn1 cal trencher, Samples were taken in the 

following manner. Tiret, about six inches of the side wall was 

removed. Then a square foot area vas marked out on the surface of 

the soil and removed in six-inch layers to a depth of two feet. 

Each layer was placed into a separate container. The temperature 

of each layer was measured iediate1y after its removal and afl 

quantities of soil were taken for moisture deteiinations . Samples 

vere then taken to the laboratory and examined in the same manner 

as described in the Yertic3. Distribution Study. Samples vere 

collected at 1:00 a.m. and 1:00 p.m. for a period of seren days 

(June 12 to 19, 1957). The data on srmpbylid vertical distribution 

are presented in Table 6. 



TBL 6. 

Bynphylid Vertical Dißtribution, Daily Yluctuation Study 

Per cent syphylida p.r stratun 
Date Depth in inches Total 

June 1957 Tise O - 6 6..12 12.18 1821 Sypbylida 

12 1PM 39 39 12 10 102 
13 1AM 8 30 32 30 

13 1PM 20 31+ 33 13 15 
11+ 1AM 18 18 6 8 61 

11+ 1PM** 31+ 8 o 8 12 
15 1AM 21 1+1 31+ 1+ 

15 1PM 11+ 59 21+ 3 37 
16 1Ml 52 38 3 7 60 

16 1PM 1+2 1+7 9 2 
17 1AM 18 60 22 0 62 

17 1PII 57 27 8 8 37 
18 1AM 1+5 50 1+ 1 111 

iß 1PM 22 60 11+ 1+ 78 
19 1AM 25 1+7 28 o 

Rain 

The data in Table 6 demonstrate that a vertical hifting of 

the population did occur during tvelve-hour intervals . Hovever, the 

shifting vas not necessarily a diurnal fluctuation. Once again, 

population shifts appeared to pivot about the six- to twelve-inch 

layer of the soil. The great variability in the percentage of the 

population found In the upper layers of the soil at twelve- and 

214-hour intervals donstrate further the difficulties in measuring 

øyzupbylid populations. 

The effect of soil temperature and moisture on armphy1id 

vertical distribution is discussed in the following section. 
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While the ovents of eynphy1ids cannot be obierved directly, 

yet such *oveueute are known to occur. Experimenters aM the writer 

have observed that symphylida ar be abundant at or near the 

eurtace ot the soil but a few hours later the population haz almoat 

dieappeared. It is not known whether or not eyniphylida are con- 

staitly moving. Studies of vertical movement are hampered because 

the sauie population cannot be sampled twice. Furthermore, popu- 

lation densities wear vari drastically fr point to point in a field 

making it difficult to cpare sasiples . Por example, the number of 

symphyllds collected per eaple in the Daily fluctuation study 

varied fi 12 to 111 . Ccsparieona of the vertical distribution of 

eympbylids in a series of uiaples based on the percentage of the 

population occurring in each larer are not entirely satisfactory, 

but are the best available with present knowledge . Symphylid 

moveaents appear to be e response to their physical envirorunent, 

but the possibility of other factors being correlated with movement 

is not excluded. However, since a limited amount of iniomation is 

available on other factors, only soil temperature end moisture vil]. 

be considered. 

Plunger (20, p. 14), Martin (38, p. 7U), Mlchelbacher (41, 

p. 56), Riley (6, p. 6) and Wymore (74, p. 7) observed that sympbylid 

vertical movements vere influenced to a considerable degree by 
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changea in soil tperature and moisture. They report that synphy1ida 

move deeper into the soil as the upper layers becoene hot end dry or 

coo]. and vet. Their observations give inZormation on the responses 

of s,mphylids where the temperature and moisture are at the two 

extremes. 

Soil moisture and. temperature data were collected for each 

sample during the Vertical Distribution and Daily Yluctuation 

Studies, as previously mentioned, eM are siaarized. in Tables 7 

and 8 . These data show the wide range in soil temperature ( 3h- to 

81° 7. ) and moisture (12 . 1 to 29 .0 per cent ) to which symphylida 

were eoaed during these studies. 

Soil temperature-moisture and symphylid vertical distribution 

relationships at the intermediate ranges are not nearly u clear- 
cut as at the extremes . Probably srmphylida respond more quickly 

to the extremes of their temperature and moisture scales than to 

the intermediate rangea Moisture studies are further complicated 

by the fact that soil vater can exist as a non-liquid ( absorbed or 

adsorbed.) , as a liquid. and. as a gas Since soil moisture deter- 

ininations measure the total water content, the effects of the 

cc*nponents are not easily separated. 

Liquid water Is definitely repellent to smp1»rlida . This is 

easily demonstrated in the laboratory by placing drops of water 

near sphylids. 8'mphylids respond. to a physical contact with 

water by iniediately reversing their direction of movement. 



TABLE 7. 
Soi]. Temperature aM Moisture Data, Vertical Distribution Studr, )by 1956 to May 1957 

Depth Tssperature (°F) Moisture (per cent) Population (per cent) Çches ) _ Min Maz. Mean Pae Min Max. Mean Range Min. Max. Meen Range 
o - 6 3I 81 47 12.1 25.8 19.7 13.7 6.3 16.9 2.6 o.6 
6 - 12 35 73 38 15.1 25.1 20.8 10.0 28.6 o.l 13.8 41.5 

12 - 18 36 73 37 20.11 27.4 2I.5 5.1 36.5 19.7 31.11 

±, - 
24 38 72 34 20.11 8.6 26.0 8.2 1.2 211.2 8.9 23.0 

*11* Mean Teperaturea are not inc1uded in the Vertical Distribution study since the 
inversion of' temperatures between the warm and cold months tenda to minimize the 
differences between the means. 

TABLE 8. 
Soil Temperature aM Moisture Data, Daily Fluctuation Study, June 12 to 19, 1957 

Depth 
(inches) 

Teiperature 
Min. 

(OF) 
Maz. Mean Range 

Moisture 
Min. Msi. 

(per 
Mean 

cent) 
Bange 

Population 
Min. Maz. 

(per cent) 
M.an Bange 

o - 6 56 78 65.3 22 15.1 23.9 20.0 8.8 7.5 6.8 31.0 119.3 
6 - 12 8 70 63.6 i2 19.2 2.0 20.8 Ii.8 8.3 60.3 42.9 52.0 

12 - 18 8 66 62.11 8 20.4 27.2 24.1 6.8 3.3 55.7 20.0 52.11 
18 - 24 8 65 61.8 7 26.3 29.0 27.9 2.7 0.0 30.0 6.1 30.0 

[,J 



Apparently the reeponse is the same to liquid water eneountereú in 

the .il eince ayrphylids are not ordinarily found near the surface 

of the mou after heavy rain or irrigation. 

8yiphylid.s also appear to respond to the hunidity of the soil 

air. Michelbacher (13, p. 8) reported that they apparently do best 

in moist soils where the humidity ii close to 100 per cent In 

highly porous soils, atospneric relative humidity ne affect the 

hwiidity of the air in the top few inches of the soil. Tor exaiple, 

the writer has often found symphylida extremely rnerous at or near 

the surface of the soil on yarn, humid end overcast d&ya . There 

ere also many confirmed reports of eyphyli&s niigrating over the 

surface of the soil under the mazne atmospheric conditions This 

suggests that atnospheric relative huidity, associated with va 

temperatures and low light intensity, may influence sy3npbylid 

vertical ovementa by affecting the hunidity of the air in the 

top few inches of the soil. Further evidence is provided by 

Preidel (21, p. 759) who coileoted sywphylids from the top few 

inches of the soil and also recorded the atmospheric relative 

hmiidity. He found that the nber of symphylida collected increased 

with ncreaaing atoepheric relative humidity. 

The effect of the non-liquid or bound water is not known except 

that it helps to maintain the water vapor in the soil and aey in- 

directly influence symphylid. novents. 
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Although the effects of .oil teniperature ai4 moisture on 

mihy1id vertical movements are not clearly defined in the preient 

studie., certain generalizations ay be drawn by inspection of the 

data in Table 8. (Table 7 is not considered becauøe of the dis. 

continuous nature of the data. ) The mean temperature did not differ 

conaiderably fr the top to the bottai strata while there vas a 

distinct difference between the neen moisture of the top e4 bott 

foot of soil. The top foot of soil contained an average of about 

20 per cent moisture while the bottom foot averaged frc 2k to 

29 per cent. The low percentage of symphylids found in the bottc 

foot of soil could indicate that the moisture content of the 12- to 

18-inch 1erer is usually at or near the upper limita of the rax3ge to 

which symphylids are beet adapted. In addition, the soil tends to 

beccine more ccinpact in the bottcin foot. 

The data frcin the Vertical Distribution (Tabla 5) and Daily 

Fluctuation (Table 6) studies demonstrate that vertical distribution 

varies considerably throughout the year and even at 12-hour intervals. 

Since symphylid vertical distribution varies greatly within 12-hour 

intervals, especially in the top foot of soil, their movements are 

probably cansed by the physical factor which varies most . ligure 8 

illustrates the temperature, moisture and percentage of the popu- 

lation in each sampled layer of soil during the Daily Tluctuation 

Study. Population increases and decreases do not necessarily corres- 

pond to increases or decreases of temperature or moisture in any of 

the layers. aowever, soil temperature, especially in the top foot 
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of the øoil, varied to a greater eree nd with suore frequency than 

soil nioisture vuiich remained relatively conatant Thu. the writer 

believes that ten,perature could be more responilbie then mouture 

for sympzy1id vertical. movemant during this etu4y. Poaaibly 

aempling at more frequent intGrvalß would reveal a more definite 

correlation between population f].uctuatione end temperature 

lu both the Vertical Diatribution and Daily Fluctuation etudiee, 

the major portion of the population appeared to move away fr the 

extremee of the tenrperature and moisture conditions preeent and to 

congregate closer to the moan of these conditions 

Sympbylid responses to soil temperature and moisture are not 

easily separated. When soil temperature is high (above 70° F. ) and 
soil moisture is low (below 3.7 to 18 per cent) in the top six 

inches of the soil, symphylids are difficult to find and deeper 

sampling is required. But symphylids are uslly more neus 
when the soil temperature is high and the moisture content of the 

soil is about 20 per cent. This Indicates that while temperature 

may have the greatest in'luance on vertical movements of srapbylids, 

its effect is riiodified by the moisture content of the soiL As 

previously mentioned, symphylids are not ordinarily found near the 
surface of the soil. after hea'vr rain or irrigation. Thus sudden 

increases in liquid soil moisture appear to ccupletely offset the 

effects of teiiperature and tend to force sympbylida to move deeper 

into the soil until the excess water is eliminated. 
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Observations in the field ahoy that sphy1id hor1zorta1 

&tstribution ey be correlated with the water tab1. Most field 

.urveys for syaphylid presence ars wehe in the spring just e!ter the 

rainy winter months At ouch tinies, the water table is high and 

srmphylids are iostly found on the ridges or other high points in 

the field. As the season progresses, smphylida are increasingly 

difficult to find on the ridges and high points, and more sympbylids 

are found in the lover-lying portions of the field. This suggests 

that horizontal symphylid distribution aay be affected by the &ts- 

position of the vater t&].e When the water table is high, 

syphylida may concentrate at the highest points in the field to 

avoid excessive moisture. Symphylida begin to move laterally 

tovarda lower ground as the water table recedes and. the ridges 

beccwe bot end dry. In late ser when the water table is at its 
lowest point, the greatest nber of syaphylids i. generally con- 

centrated in the lowest part of the field. 

The avail&hle evidence indicates that symphylid movents and. 

distribution are the result of an interaction between soil texture, 

soil structure, temperature and moisture . In the present studies, 

symphylid distribution was largely confined to a region of fr O 
to 18 inches deep in the soil by the soil structure, whose openings 

regulate the symphylid.s ability to move, end by the excessive 

moisture content of the soi]. below the 18-inch level. Symphylid 

vertical movesents vere, for the most pert, a response to 
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temperature charies those effects are nodif led by the inoistu.re eon- 

tent and structure of the soil. Symphylid horizontal xnoven3ents 

appeared. to be correlated with the water table. 
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One of the major difficulties encountered in the chenica]. 

control of yphy1idz ja that tiated. areas are often reiníested 

within a relatively short priocì of time The presence of syuphy1ida 

In treated plots indicates that ali the Individuals preeent vere not 
killed and/or other eymphylids noved in fr adjacent non-tmated 
areas Since approximately only the top aix to eight inches of aoil 

are generally regarded as treatett ( although fnigantB may penetrate 

deeper), the areaa lateral to and innediately below the treated 

areas fall Into the non-treated category. Thus, reinteatation can 

be both a horizontal and vertical process In this light, a field 

experiment was set up to deternine the mode and the tute required 

for the redistribution of sympbylida f r non-treated to treated 

areas. 

Martin (38, p. 710) devised a method to study the growth of 

symphylid populations in greenhouses . He scooped the soil frit his 

plots to a depth of eighteen inches . The bottoes of the plots were 

lined with a six-inch layer of sand and the plots vere then 

surrounded with tar paper arri. The soil fr the plots were 

depopulated by gasoline fumigation before it was replaced within 

the barriers. 

A modification of the method devised by Martin was esp1oyed 

in these studies. Three holes, two by two by two feet were dug. 

The soil fromm each plot was autoclaved at eight pounds pressure for 



three hours to rid it of any living ayinphylidz. The soil vas re- 

placed in the followicg manrer: 

PLOT i -- The soil was merely returned to the hole. 

PLOT 2 -- The aides and bott of the hole vere lined 

with three layers of tar paper. The tar paper 

extended about an inch above the surface of the 

ground. Then the soil was replaced. 

PLOT 3 -- The soil vas returned to the hole and covered 

with three layers of tar paper. The tar paper 

barrier extended down the sides of the hole to 

a depth of six inches. 

In Plot 1, symphylida could enter frc adjacent areas with no barriers 

to restrict the mode of entry. In Plot 2, the synpbylide would have 

to cc.ne out of the ground and clinb over the barrier to gain entry. 

In Plot 3, symphylidz could enter the plot laterally past a depth 

of six inches and vertically anywhere under the treated area. 

One advantage of the autoclaved soil vea that it vas still hot 

when returned to the holes The heat melted the film of tar on the 

paper and fused the layers together to form an almost air-tight seal. 

That no symphylids survived the heat treatment is evidenced by the 

fact that the heat of the soil penetrated the thick soles of the 

writer' s field boots making the soil very uncc*nfortable to stand on. 

The plot. vere redug after s period of three months and the soil 

was carefully examined for symphylids. The results are presented in 

Table 9. 
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TABLE 9. 
Results of Reinfeatation Stuttes 

Plots established July 9, 1956 and emined October 16, 1956. 
Nbers of 

Plot Treatment Syhy1ids 

1 Sides without lining 31 

2 Sides and bott lined 13 

3 Top and six inches of 
sides lined 51 

Many symphylide were found in the area between the barrier and the 

outside soil in Plot 2, indicating that the space between soil and 

tar paper served as a convenient runway for horizontal and vertical 

movements . The low number of syaphylids in Plot 2 demonstrates that 

re-entry through the surface of the soil does occur, but in the 

porous soil of the Willauìette Valley is probably not as important as 

subterranean movesenta The larger mariber of s'mphy1i&s in Plot 3 

may have been due to higher temperatures and moistures Most of the 

øimphy)ids found in the top six inches of the soil in Plot 3 were 

clustered immediate1v below the tar paper. This area was warmer and 

more moist than that of the other two plots. 

Fran the above data, it can be seen that symphylids can and 

will reinfest treated areas Within a short period of t1e. This 

emphasizes the need of large plots in chemical control experiments, 

especially with those chemicals ei1b1ting a short residual effect, 

since plot identity must be maintained for a year or more. Large 



areai of snaU plots can be reinfested f r adjacent non-treated 

areas within a short time thus masking the effects of the chemicals 

used in control experiments and making the evaluation of results 

difficult. 
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Parathion has been use1 for the control of symphylids for 

about three years in Multnceh County. Control results vere catis- 

factory the firit two years but poor in 1957. At the request of 

growers in the Portland area, an experiment was imderbaken to deter- 

mine whether symphylids in )1U1tnnah County were developing a 

resistance to parathion. 

Method 

8,mphy1±dS were collected trun a fain in Multnaneh County 

that had been treated with parathion for three consecutive years 

and frcc en area near Corvallis which bad never been treated with 

parathion. 

Three groups of ten sypbylidz each frau both areas were 

placed in jars containing coU. that had been sifted through a Ito . 8 

screen, air dried, and mixed with a two per cent parathion dust for 

30 minutes In a twin shell blender. Each jar of soil contained the 

equivalent of five pounds of actual toxicant per six-inch acre 

(2.5 p.pj(.). This is the dosage nozully used by growers. In 

addition, two groupe of ten symphrlida each rrc both areas were 

placed in jars with untreated soil as a check. The ezper1ent was 

begun July 20, 1957 aM terminated Jii.ly 23, 1957. 



Result 

AU of the syaphylida placed in the treated noii vere dead 

within four days while only one eymphyiid in the untreated soil died. 

rcsu the &ove results, it is vsi-y unlikely that the symphylids 

in )tu1tncsh County are developing a resistance to parathion treat- 

aents. 
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POSBIBLE PBDATO1 

Plunger (20, p. 27) repoi-ted two species of centipedes, 

Lithobius forficatus Linn. end L. bile.biatus Wood, as being pre&a.- 

tore on the garden sphr1id in Ohio greenhouses . Wyore ( 714, p 20) 

reported observing gaamid nites attacking injured siniphr1i&e in the 

field eM laboratory. He also stated that four centipedes, Ethopoly 

xanti Wood, Oehius tiganus hsnber1'.4n, Tieyuna occidentalis )(einert 

and Gnathcerii melanonotum Wood, thrived on a diet of garden 

snphy1ida in the laboratory . Veiiio.ff ( 65 , p 22 ) nentioned he 

found Sporozoans in the gut of sivphylids but did not know if they 

were hainfu1 Kice1bacher (40, p. u) observed mite., scze of 

which he believed predaceous, on garden syiphy1ids The writer 

once observed an unidentified mite feeding on a dead synpby1id in 
the field. 

During the course of field studies, the writer was impressed 

by the dearth in the variety and abundance of other soilinhabiting 
auh13a1a occurring in soil samples . The greateat ntuber of animale 

encountered were garden syinpbrlida, followed in the order of their 
abun&ance by Coilembola, another symphylid, Sy3nphyleflopais alba 

Michel. , a species of Japygidae and earthworma . Occasionally, 

millipedes, centipedes, mites and adnit coccinelid beetles were 

found in the collections. 

Millipedes and Collembola were included in some sympbrlid 

laboratory cultures It was found that millipedes do far more 



feeding on anisal material than was previously suspected. They 

seem to prefer dead or injured symphylida and millipedes as veil as 

the eggs of both these animals, to a vegetable diet. 8,mpylid and 

millipede eggs were always attacked shortly after being placed in a 

culture containing millipedes. Ho wever, it is doubtful that milli- 

pedes are any factor in reducing smpbylid field populations by 

feeding on their eggs. 

Collembo].a setimes fed on dead symphylids and their eggs, 

but only after they had been attacked by molds . Centipedes vere 

not placed in any of the cultures since their predaceous habits 
vere already well known. The writer was not able to rear japygids 

under conditions vhere they might easily be observed, but neierthe- 

less suspects that they might occasionally prey on symphyli&s. 

In light of the available evidence, the writer concludes that 

the stm effect of all these soil-inhabiting organisms on syniphylid 

populations in the Willamette Valley is so slight as to be un- 

noticeable. 
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Another species of SympIy1a, ßyaphyleUopsis alba Jiichel- 

bather (12, . 111.2), wg found in association vith the garden 

symphylid during vertice1 tietribution studies At time., it 

occurred in surprising abundance and, in one eexnple, rade up 51 per 

cent of the total symphylen population. In general, it accounted 

for 13.5 per cent of the total aymphylana collected. 

Although this species haz not previously been reported f ru 

Oregon, ita distribution will probably be found to closely approzi- 

niate that of the garden syiiiphylit. In addition to the e.rimenta1 

plot near Corvallis, the writer has also found this species at the 

following locations in Oregon: near Independence, in a tht field; 

near Lebanon, in a bean field; and in Santa Clara, in a beet field. 

nothing is known of it. life cycle or habits . Probably it coca- 

sion&ly feed.. on livthg plant material since two or three specimene 

have been found. with colored alimentary tracts The writer has 

never found any trace of the eggs of this species . It is extrecely 

doubtful that its eggs could be con.fused with those of the garden 

ephy1id since the eggs of the latter have a greater diameter than 

the body Width of Symphylellopsis alba. 

The reactions of S. alba to the environment are probably similar 

to those of the garden symphylid. To illustrate, the vertical distri- 

bution of the garden synphylid an 8phyle1lop.is alba are cipared 

in the following table: 



TABLE lo. 
The Vertical Distribution of Two Species of Svmphy1a 

Per cent spby1ida per stratum 
Species of Depth in inches 
Symhylid 0-6 6-12 12-18 1821l- 

Scutigerella 
iumisculata 27.6 13.8 19.7 8.9 

Spby1eUopsia 
2b. 51.3 16.0 8.3 alba 

Since these two species belong to different femiliee, they 

are easily separated. The following characters are sufficient to 

distinguish one species fran the other. 

Scutigerella Syiphy1e11opsi. 
Character IUL&CUlata 

. alba 

Adult length 5 to 7 nr. About 2 . 

Color TeUowish-vb.ite Milk White. 
with colored Alimentary tract 
aUentary tract. rarely colored. 

Head Wider than long. Longer than wide. 

Dorsal 8cutae Posterior nìargin rounded. Posterior margin 
Many setae. strongly angular. 

Pew seta.. 

Movement Rapid and graceful . Slugpisb. 

The length, color and movement of these species are generally 

sufficient for field recognition without a hand lens In addition, 

§. alba i more slender than the garden symphylid. and appears 

simulated to the naked eye. 



On two separate occasionz, the writer has obuerved a peculiar 

mod.e of lociotion by S. alba. The antezmae vere extended out in 

front of the head ath approzately parallel to oze another. But 

the aniDal novea backvarda vith a looping motion s1ilar to that of 

gecmetr1d larvae . Strangely enough, its progress appeared more 

rapid vb.en moving backvardi then forvarde Thu backward looping 

is cerbainly not their typical mode of locaotion, but might 

possibly be employed as an escape zoethanism. 
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